
Lord Rockingham, who is at the head of the Treasury, is so infirm in his
health, that it hardly seems possible for him to stand an active session
of Parliament. One of the Secretaries of State [Grafton] is a very young
man, and the other [Conway] new in the business. In general they want
authority, and seem to have no head except the Duke of Cumberland,
whose health and life are thought to be very precarious.1

This appraisal was by an opponent, Grenvillite Lord Lyttelton, but it
helps to explain the widespread contemporary opinion that the new
ministry would be short-lived. Inexperience and a perceived lack of
ability; Pitt’s indifference; Bute’s reputed influence; the indignant
hostility of the displaced Grenville and Bedford factions: none of this
boded well for the new administration. Prime Minister Rockingham,
devoid of administrative experience, had seemingly been promoted
above the level of his ability. But his charm and integrity made him a
good team leader, and he was to remain head of his party until his
death in 1782. That was despite his nervous inability to speak in the
House of Lords, where he only spoke twice during the session he was
Prime Minister. Not until 1770 did the Marquess become a regular
speaker in debate.2 One undoubted asset was his new private secretary
Edmund Burke, who contributed industry as well as Commons ora-
tory. Of the two Secretaries of State Grafton was able but lazy, and
Conway notoriously weak and indecisive for a man named Commons
Leader by the end of the year. How the ministry would manage the
House of Commons was a puzzle to contemporaries, with Pitt neu-
tral, Grenville hostile, and Charles Townshend unwilling to commit
himself by accepting high office: but Charles Yorke did his duty as
Attorney-General, and an unexpected bonus was the blossoming
performance of William Dowdeswell, both as Chancellor of the
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Exchequer and as a Commons spokesman. And the ministry was
strong there in terms of numbers: a Parliamentary list compiled in
September named 294 MPs as ‘Pro’, only 113 as ‘Con’, with 127 as
‘Doubtful’. Pitt’s followers were put in this last group, but he himself
was unclassified.3 Such a majority was usual for almost every new min-
istry during the century, with the intangible factor of loyalty to the
Crown being reinforced by the practical pull of patronage. But there
would be vigorous opposition from the factions of Bedford and
Grenville. That there was a Grenville party owed much to the Rock-
inghamite purge of office-holders, but more to Grenville’s skill in
winning support as man and minister. A score of MPs were dismissed
from office or resigned in protest at Grenville’s removal. There was
also a group of Grenville admirers, notably Lord Clive with his own
small band of MPs. And Grenville’s policy of financial retrenchment
– contemporary cartoons mocked him as saving candle ends – had
won him the support of numerous independents. Grenville’s poten-
tial support in the new session comprised some 70 MPs, and his
debating performance cemented his followers into a firm voting bloc.4

George III’s support was assured, if only because Pitt’s recalci-
trance and his own dislike of Grenville left him with no choice. To
strengthen this royal link the ministers invited the King’s uncle to
attend cabinet, and Cumberland did so, until his death on 31 Octo-
ber. Grenvillite unease at this development was voiced by Augustus
Hervey, who spoke of ‘the danger of the precedent in making a Prince
of the Blood, like ye Duke of Cumberland, a Minister. The Duke of
York has parts and spirit, and might one time or other think that he
had a right to the same power.’5

In a sense Cumberland was playing the role Newcastle had marked
out for himself. Although Newcastle had taken the non-departmental
post of Lord Privy Seal, he had expected, as the party’s elder states-
man, to be involved in policy consultations. Rockingham was wary of
his pressure, and rejected Newcastle’s suggestion of reappointing the
Duke’s confidant James West as Secretary to the Treasury.6 Finding
himself cold-shouldered, Newcastle by October intended to lay
before Cumberland his grievance about ‘the total want of confidence
and communication in the two young lords, and particularly, the Mar-
quess of Rockingham, from whom I think, I had a right to expect a
very different conduct’. His concern rose above personal resentment,
for on 30 October he commented to Lord Albemarle. ‘These young
men do not know the world, and what Ministers must do, and ought
to do, to be able to serve the Public, and support themselves’.7
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Parliament did not meet until December, and during the first three
months of the recess the administration was so dominated by Cum-
berland that the period was recalled in 1768 as ‘the late Duke of
Cumberland’s ministry’.8 The Duke had been its creator, and was its
chief link with the royal court. Despite his poor health he routinely
attended cabinet, which more often than not met at his own house.
He was heavily involved in patronage and other decisions. It was
Cumberland who killed the idea of a tactical general election. He
concerned himself with matters of policy, and strongly favoured the
foreign policy initiative of the new ministry.9

A deliberate alteration of foreign policy had always been the inten-
tion of the men who comprised the new cabinet. Criticism of the
loss of the Prussian alliance and of the soft line towards the Bourbon
Powers had been voiced over the last few years by Pitt, Newcastle, and
their followers, and the change of administration in 1765 was per-
ceived as the opportunity to remedy the situation. The ministry
adopted ‘Mr Pitt’s plan’ as put forward to the King in his abortive
negotiations of May and June, one for a triple alliance of Britain, Rus-
sia, and Prussia.10 George III feared that this would involve ‘Austria
deeper with France’ and risk ‘a new war by unnecessary alliances’.11

But the King had to allow his cabinet to pursue that objective, which
aimed to balance the alliances France enjoyed with both Austria and
Spain. The decision was taken at a cabinet of 22 July to form a ‘gen-
eral system … to unite all the powers of the North together with
Prussia’.12 This policy was doomed by the refusal of Frederick II, made
known in November, to make any such treaty.13 But it would in any
case have been rendered difficult by Russia’s constant insistence on
the Turkish clause, and by the demands of Denmark and Sweden for
subsidy payments. The only success the ministry could claim was
Macartney’s negotiation of a 1766 trade treaty with Russia, regaining
‘most favoured nation status’ for Britain: but the instructions had
come from Sandwich during Grenville’s ministry, and the Rocking-
ham cabinet played little part in the final outcome.14

Grenville’s ‘gunboat diplomacy’ obviated earlier criticism of weak-
ness towards the Bourbon Powers, but there was one matter over which
his ministry could be attacked, failure to press the so-called Manila Ran-
som issue with Spain. There was a strong British case to claim payment
of the sum agreed upon at the capture of the Philippines capital to
prevent looting of that city. But a belligerent stance in Madrid of the
British ambassador Lord Rochford was undermined by the feebleness
of Southern Secretary Conway, who betrayed Rochford’s bluffing and
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reduced British claims. Conway was then nonplussed by the Spanish
suggestion of mediation by Frederick II of Prussia. This episode was
part of the reason why conduct of foreign policy contributed to the
Rockingham ministry’s reputation for weakness.15

So too did the ministry’s policy concerning Ireland, for it dropped
the aim of permanent residence for the Viceroy. John Ponsonby was
closely related to the influential Cavendish family, a chief prop of the
new administration, and correctly anticipated little interference from
the new regime. ‘What matters it to us who are ministers in England?
Let us stick to our own circle and manage our own little game as well
as we can.’16 The new Lord-Lieutenant was the Earl of Hertford sent
as ambassador to Paris as consolation for not obtaining the same post
in 1763. Now he was pushed for it by the Duke of Cumberland and
his own younger brother Henry Conway, Commons Leader and as
Southern Secretary his immediate link with government.17 That the
new Chief Secretary was not an experienced politician chosen to lead
the Dublin Parliament, but merely Hertford’s eldest son, the twenty-
two-year-old Lord Beauchamp, confirmed the assumption that there
would be no Castle challenge to Undertaker rule, and this was evident
before America engrossed ministerial attention. Ponsonby was laden
with spoils, and Shannon was made Master-General of the Irish
Ordnance. But the Undertakers failed to deliver a quiet Parliamentary
session, for the Commons opposition was led by a formidable trio,
orator Henry Flood, radical Charles Lucas, and adept Parliamentarian
Edmond Pery. When a Septennial Bill passed, Hertford sent it to
London for rejection, on news of which there were stormy debates
and two Castle defeats.

This concurrent weakness over foreign policy and Ireland strength-
ened the impression of a similar pusillanimity towards the colonies
when, unexpectedly, the ministry faced a serious American problem.
News of the Virginia Resolves of May, denying the Parliamentary
right of taxation, arrived during August: but the cabinet, misled by the
colony’s lieutenant-governor, believed them to be the work of an
unrepresentative minority. Even after news of other colonial protests
the ministry did not anticipate undue difficulty in enforcing the Stamp
Act, and leisurely referred the problem to the consideration of Parlia-
ment. Reports in October of violence in Boston, Massachusetts, and
Newport, Rhode Island, were a rude awakening, especially when it
became known that such behaviour, or the mere threat of it, was caus-
ing the resignation of Stamp-Distributors in several colonies: for they
were the officials appointed to enforce the new taxes.18
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The ministry responded by ordering colonial governors to preserve
the peace and to apply, if necessary, to General Gage for military assis-
tance. That decision was taken at a cabinet meeting on 13 October,
and formally confirmed on 23 October in the Privy Council, the insti-
tution nominally responsible for the colonies. Southern Secretary
Conway sent a circular letter next day, but this was so hedged about
with qualifications that no governor asked for soldiers. It is difficult
to avoid the impression that all this was a face-saving exercise, to
anticipate any future criticism and perhaps to mollify Cumberland.
For the ministry knew full well that the long delay before the orders
arrived, and the current dispersion of the American army in Quebec,
Florida, and the Indian reservations, would render impossible any
military enforcement of the Stamp Act, which was due to come into
operation on 1 November.19 It must remain conjecture what adminis-
tration policy would have been devised for America if Cumberland
had not died, on 31 October. Some contemporaries assumed the
Duke would have favoured the deployment of military force, and that
was certainly the reaction of Lord Chancellor Northington. Even
those reluctant to adopt that course of action did not necessarily wish
to concede political ground. But one immediate consequence of the
Duke’s death was a decision to take more time for information and
contemplation before any policy was devised for America.20

More pressing matters needed attention. Cumberland’s death seemed
to many contemporaries to doom the ministry. The cabinet therefore
decided on 7 November to approach Pitt, but George III himself killed
that idea.21 The King assured Rockingham that there would be no
change in royal support, but their lack of credibility rendered vain the
efforts of ministers to recruit additional strength. Charles Townshend
declined to enter the cabinet and become Commons Leader, a role then
reluctantly undertaken by Conway. Lord North and Hans Stanley were
among those who refused to return to office, and a rather desperate
appeal to another former ‘old corps’ member Lord Halifax also failed.
The only man to accept an important post was Lord George Sackville,
glad of political rehabilitation after his military disgrace of 1759, who
became an Irish Vice-Treasurer in December. But his appointment gave
Pitt one more reason to disapprove of the administration.22

The delusive hope that the American crisis would solve itself was
one reason for delaying any decision. For long the official view was
that the more responsible and respectable colonists were not involved
in the resistance to British authority. General Gage, in a letter of 12
October that arrived on 15 November, fuelled such expectations by
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the opinion that ‘it is impossible to say whether the execution of the
Stamp Act will meet with further opposition; but from present appear-
ances, there is reason to judge, that it may be introduced without much
difficulty, in several of the colonies, and if it is begun in some, that it
will soon spread over the rest’. That was an extraordinary conclusion
to his report of defiant resolutions from various colonial assemblies,
and of the current meeting of delegates at the Stamp Act Congress in
New York, that had ended with this comment. ‘It is to be feared in gen-
eral, that the spirit of democracy is strong amongst them. The question
is not of the inexpediency of the Stamp Act, or of the inability of the
colonies to pay the tax, but that it is unconstitutional, and contrary to
their rights.’23

During the last two months of 1765 the ministry came under
pressure to suspend or repeal the Stamp Act, from colonial agents and
British merchants. The threat to British trade became an important
factor in the equation, emphasised in interviews Rockingham gave to
leading American merchant Barlow Trecothick and hyperactive Penn-
sylvania agent Benjamin Franklin. It so happened that, quite uncon-
nected with the political situation, there already was a recession in
Anglo-American trade, part of a wider economic depression affecting
most of Europe.24 Bristol merchants had sent in a petition on 29 Octo-
ber. There was alarm that threatened American trade boycotts would
convert this slump into a national disaster when they took effect in
1766. A new American Merchants Committee, elected by a general
meeting on 4 December with Trecothick as Chairman, two days later
sent a circular letter to thirty trading and manufacturing towns in
Britain, urging action by petitions to Parliament. Rockingham’s approval
of this missive was an early sign that he intended a policy of conciliation,
for a barrage of petitions to Parliament would assist such an aim.25

By the end of 1765 the news from America had brought the crisis
to a head. Nowhere had the Stamp Act come into operation on the due
date of 1 November, and that day was marked by a riot in New York.
The choice between military enforcement and concession was dis-
cussed in the press, and since complete repeal would be an overt
surrender to mob violence, the most popular form of concession being
mooted was the face-saving device of suspension.26 Although the min-
istry had come to no decision on policy, Parliament had to meet before
Christmas to permit the issue of by-election writs for new office-
holders. That would be inconvenient, for the Grenville and Bedford
groups would launch an immediate attack. The administration, so
Massachusetts agent Dennys De Berdt reported on 14 December,
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‘expect a warm opposition from the old ministry and what they call
the Country Party’.27 But the main Commons debate, on 17 December,
was an anticlimax. Grenville overplayed his hand by describing the
American situation as a rebellion, comparable to the Jacobite Rising
of 1745, and did not force a vote after most speakers, including
Charles Townshend and Buteite Gilbert Elliot, declared that more
information was needed before any decisions were made. In the Lords,
where the opposition was formidable in personnel and numbers, the
ministry won the vote by 80 to 24, for the Bute group sided with
the administration.28

The first skirmishes had gone in favour of the ministers, but the
real test would come over their policy. And there was the rub. By now
it was apparent to the administration that conciliation was the only
possible short-term solution. General Gage had pointed out that the
military situation in America precluded any attempt to enforce the
Stamp Act.29 But no ministry could simply present Parliament with
that unpalatable fact. How to devise a strategy that would make con-
cession acceptable to peers and MPs exercised the minds of ministers
during the next few weeks. During December Rockingham preferred
unofficial meetings to cabinets. One motive may have been to avoid
pressure from Newcastle, who complained on 3 December to his old
friend John White that ‘these gentlemen … are afraid of being
thought to be influenced, or advised, by any of their predecessors’.
Since matters were being settled beforehand, cabinet consultations
with Newcastle, Northington and Egmont had become a formality.30

Rockingham’s confidants were Southern Secretary Conway, and two
non-cabinet men, Dowdeswell and Charles Yorke. The Attorney-
General made the key suggestion of a Declaratory Act asserting the
legislative power of Parliament over the colonies. ‘It was principally
owing to my brother’, so Hardwicke later wrote, ‘that the dignity and
authority of the Legislature were kept up … I must do Lord Rocking-
ham the justice to say that as far as theory went he declared for assert-
ing the sovereignty of the Mother Country, though he was averse to
the exercise of it in point of taxation.’31 Yorke’s tactical suggestion,
too, formed the basis of ministerial strategy: that this declaration
should precede any conciliation, and that any concession should
ostensibly be for economic reasons. There was no agreement as to
what form that should take. Lawyers Yorke and Northington were for
minimal relief, others like Rockingham and Newcastle for complete
repeal. Any policy, moreover, had to be acceptable to King, Lords and
Commons. George III seemed to present no problem, voicing no
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opinions of his own and simply pressing his ministers for some deci-
sion. But it soon became apparent that the Court Party would be split,
with Bute men siding against conciliation along with the Bedford and
Grenville groups. In a letter of 10 January 1766 to Bute, before the
ministry’s American policy was known, George III, mindful of his
promise to Rockingham, stated that office-holders should not vote ‘to
overturn those I employ’: but he followed this injunction by saying
that ‘my friends’ could vote against ministers when ‘their honour and
conscience requires it’.32 Bute’s friends, in and out of office, were to
do so with impunity during the Stamp Act Crisis.

Already what threatened to be an ominous Parliamentary situation
had caused the ministry to sound out the opinion held on America by
the absent Pitt, whose adherents in Parliament, notably Shelburne and
Beckford, had spoken for conciliation. Informal soundings in Decem-
ber had been hopeful, with Beckford assuring George Onslow that Pitt
did ‘not doubt’ on America and was ‘thoroughly and unalterably
averse to the late people’.33 Pitt was unhelpful when approached
directly by Thomas Townshend, stating, with constitutional punctil-
iousness, that he would give his opinion in Parliament. That feeler was
sanctioned by the King, but not the simultaneous offer to join the min-
istry. Pitt replied that he was willing to serve with Rockingham,
Grafton and Conway, but not with Newcastle, since ‘there could not
be two ministers’. Rockingham was annoyed by the implication that
Newcastle headed the ministry, and angered by a stipulation that
Temple, now Grenville’s ally, should be offered his own post at the
Treasury. Conway and Grafton, at first eager for Pitt on any terms,
agreed that his conditions were unacceptable.34

The ministry, awaiting Pitt’s opinion, met Parliament on 14 Janu-
ary 1766 before any final policy decision on America. The King’s
Speech was therefore a masterpiece of vagueness, referring to both
Parliamentary authority and economic prosperity, two potentially
conflicting criteria in the American context. The ensuing debate was
dominated by a verbal duel between Pitt and Grenville, during which,
so diarist James Harris thought, ‘the ministry stood by, like the rabble
at a boxing match’. Pitt, after keeping MPs in suspense, denounced
the attempt to tax the colonists. Adopting what was widely believed
in Britain to be the American constitutional stance, he declared that
Parliament had no right to lay an ‘internal tax’ on America, since
it was not represented there. Grenville denied that argument, but
Conway warmly welcomed Pitt’s speech and was generally under-
stood to have promised repeal on behalf of the ministry.35
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The contemporary opinion, echoed by some historians, that Pitt
had made up the ministry’s mind for it, was not the whole truth. The
administration had already been moving towards repeal, and the sig-
nificance of Pitt’s pronouncement was that Rockingham could now
argue that such a policy was, with Pitt’s support, a practical one in
Parliamentary terms. But the ministry had got more than they had
bargained for. Pitt’s denial of complete Parliamentary sovereignty
threatened to be counter-productive. Independent MPs might accept
repeal on grounds of expediency, but not for the reason Pitt had
given. ‘The doctrine has not been very pleasing to the country gentle-
men in the House’, noted South Carolina agent Charles Garth.36

American policy was finally settled on 19 January, at an unofficial
meeting of Rockingham, Conway, Grafton, Dowdeswell and Charles
Townshend, after Rockingham had consulted Charles Yorke earlier
that day. The Declaratory Act would merely use the phrase ‘in all cases
whatsoever’ concerning the right of legislation, and not specifically
assert Parliament’s right of taxation over the colonies, to minimise the
disagreement with Pitt. The Stamp Act would be repealed because of
inherent defects and more especially the detrimental effect on the
British economy. Newcastle, still deliberately excluded from all dis-
cussions, was concerned about the strong wording of the proposed
resolutions that would form the background to the Declaratory Act.
These condemned the colonial disorders, proposed punishment of the
rioters, demanded compensation for victims, and asserted the full sov-
ereignty of Parliament. Charles Yorke, on the other hand, wanted the
Declaratory Act strengthened by the deliberate mention of taxation.
Rockingham, anxious not to offend Pitt, refused to make that change,
informing Yorke that most ministerial supporters already thought the
resolutions too strong. All this concern reflected ministerial awareness
that Parliamentary acceptance of this American policy might founder
on a reluctance to accept a surrender to colonial defiance, whatever
the verbal packaging.37

Grenville hoped to prevent repeal, and was openly scornful of the
ministerial hypocrisy of simultaneously asserting Parliamentary right
and giving it up. He deemed Pitt’s denial of the right of taxation to be
a more honest approach. The administration faced an attack on two
fronts in Parliament, but they were safe at Court, where George III
declined as yet to make public his personal policy preference for
modification rather than complete repeal, and refused to respond to
suggestions about changing the ministry. On 30 January he rebuffed
an approach from Lord Harcourt by saying that ‘he would never
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influence people in their Parliamentary opinions, and that he had
promised to support his ministers’.38 The administration acted with
similar propriety by keeping Parliament fully and promptly informed
of American news, perhaps with the ulterior motive of making clear
the full gravity of the colonial situation. This negative point of the
difficulty of enforcing the Stamp Act was reinforced by the positive
one of the advantages of its repeal, as hinted by the 24 petitions from
British ports and industrial towns, all asking for relief, that were
presented to the Commons in January 1766.39

The ministry opened its Parliamentary campaign on 28 January,
several days being passed in the reading of papers and hearing of
witnesses about colonial defiance and violence, in order to provide
ostensible justification for the Declaratory Act.40 That was preaching
to the converted, and the presumed ulterior motive of showing that
the alternative to concession was the dispatch of a large army from
Britain carried the risk of so alienating Parliamentary opinion as to
render conciliation impossible. It was a difficult path to tread.

On 3 February the resolution asserting Parliament’s right to legis-
late for America was moved in the Lords by Grafton and in the Com-
mons by Conway. In the Lords Pittite peers like Shelburne and
Camden forced a division and lost by 125 votes to 5.41 In the Com-
mons Pittite speakers also denied the right of taxation, and Barré
moved to omit the words ‘in all cases whatsoever’, but his amendment
was negatived without a vote. Charles Garth reckoned that only ten
MPs would have supported it.42 The full discussion can have left no
doubt that the phrase did include taxation. Every lawyer in the debate
condemned the Pittite and American link between taxation and rep-
resentation, and also the supposed colonial distinction between inter-
nal and external taxation. When Edmund Burke suggested that
taxation of the colonies was a dormant part of the constitution, like
the royal veto, opposition sought to out-Whig the ministry by con-
tending that Parliamentary taxation of the colonies was preferable to
the old method of requisitions by the Crown, for that was a relic of
the royal prerogative.43

Next day there came a ministerial defeat in the Lords, when Lord
Suffolk, a Grenvillite, carried by 63 votes to 60 an amendment to sub-
stitute the stronger word ‘require’ for ‘recommend’ in the instructions
to assemblies concerning compensation. Two days afterwards, on 6
February, the ministry was again defeated there, by 59 votes to 54.
Bute spoke and voted against the administration, and the majority on
both occasions included not only the Bute, Bedford, and Grenville
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factions, but also Lord Chancellor Northington and the King’s
brother the Duke of York, and another royal brother the Duke of
Gloucester the second time.44 Meanwhile in the House of Commons
on 5 February an amendment implying that repeal would be a sur-
render to colonial violence was withdrawn after Grenville expressed
a desire for unanimity; but he then carried two other resolutions, con-
cerning protection for loyal subjects and a merely conditional indem-
nity for those who had failed to pay stamp duties. Grenville had
captured the initiative, and announced a motion for 7 February which
was expected to be for the enforcement of the Stamp Act.45

The beleaguered ministry had already decided to make repeal a
matter of confidence, its defeat the ground for resignation. After these
Parliamentary setbacks Rockingham therefore had a crucial meeting
with George III on 7 February. The King stated that in a choice
between repeal and enforcement of the Stamp Act he was for repeal,
and gave Rockingham permission to make his opinion public. The
Prime Minister did so before the important Commons debate that
day.46 Grenville, encouraged by recent events, overplayed his hand
and moved to enforce the Stamp Act. Charles Townshend, in his only
important speech of the session, opposed this as premature and pre-
judging the main issue of policy. Pitt, in a much-celebrated speech,
declared that passage of Grenville’s motion, and the consequent dis-
patch of military orders to America, would lead to bloodshed, futilely
so if repeal followed. Grenville’s blunder, the King’s declaration, and
the course of the debate, resulted in a ministerial majority of 140, 274
votes to 134, double the most optimistic government forecast.47

Indeed, so Horace Walpole later heard, the opposition had expected
a probable majority vote of 220, with 90 Bute men and 120 from the
Grenville and Bedford factions.48 Analysis of the minority by Sir
William Meredith identified 37 each for Bute and Grenville, 34 for
Bedford and 27 ‘Tories’.49 A list of 131 MPs among Rockingham’s
papers classifies only five differently, a correlation testimony to the
hardening of party groups.50

This debacle caused the opposition to abandon its attempt to
defend the Stamp Act, and to adopt instead the policy of amendment
now soon known to be the King’s own personal preference, though
George III’s pledge to his ministers of support for repeal remained
unwavering. The tactic of Grenville and his allies was simply to resist
complete repeal, even though they never produced any specific
amendment as an alternative, and rumours circulated that they
intended only a token duty on playing cards and dice.51 But there was
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much error and deception in the ministerial strategy that afforded
opportunities for attack. One mistake that escaped detection was the
belief that the already existing economic recession in Britain was
caused by the colonial boycott of British goods. That could not yet
have had any direct impact, and the British economy did not in fact
recover for some years after the boycott ended. A clear sham was the
pretence that America could not both pay Grenville’s taxes and buy
British goods, for the taxes had never been paid, and the colonial boy-
cott arose from political will not economic necessity. Also part of the
deception was the misrepresentation of the American resistance as
spontaneous riots rather than deliberate violence, and as being a chal-
lenge to merely ‘internal taxation’ and not all Parliamentary revenue.

The parade of ministerial witnesses before the Commons from 11
to 13 February was intended to convince MPs that only repeal of the
Stamp Act could end the economic depression, and that it would do
so.52 The first and most important witness was Barlow Trecothick, who
stressed the importance to Britain of American trade, worth nearly £3
million a year. American orders had now either been cancelled or made
conditional on repeal. Trecothick also said that much of the
£4,450,000 of colonial debts owed to British merchants was at risk.
Opposition cross-questioning failed to shake the unanimous opinion
of successive witnesses that only repeal would do; and the accounts by
merchants and manufacturers of economic distress in England and
Scotland had its effect. Henry Cruger, an American currently a Bristol
merchant, wrote back to his father that ‘the country members are
somewhat alarmed at so many people losing employ: if anything
repeals the Act, it must be this’.53 This tale of economic woe was fol-
lowed on 13 February by a four-hour examination of Benjamin
Franklin. His claim that by ‘taxes’ Americans meant only ‘internal
taxes’ carried weight, and he cleverly pointed out that since no one
could be compelled to buy stamps there could be no question of mili-
tary enforcement of the tax. Opposition witnesses were heard on 17
and 18 February. Grenville was unable to produce any testimony to
counter the weight of evidence about the economic depression and the
importance of American trade. The opposition tactic therefore was
simply to arouse prejudice against America by highlighting illicit trade
there, colonial prosperity, and the scanty tax burden on Americans.54

The stage was now set for the great Commons debate on repeal,
scheduled for 21 February. Conway put forward the ministerial argu-
ment, that Parliament had the right to tax the colonies but should not
exercise it. The estimated tax revenue of £60,000 was not worth the
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sacrifice of Britain’s American trade, and still less so would be a token
duty. Nor should colonial resistance be used as an excuse for retain-
ing the tax. Britain was not yielding to force, and could subdue the
colonies if necessary; but he warned that the Bourbon Powers might
exploit a civil war. Charles Yorke admitted his previous support for
the Stamp Act, but now declared that repeal was political wisdom.
The high point of the debate was a first major speech by Edmund
Burke, arguing that historically Britain had never sought to tax the
colonies. Pitt’s line was that it was unfair both to tax America and to
control her economy. He would support coercion if America was not
now quiet, words that came back to haunt him. No speaker, not even
Grenville, argued for retention of the Stamp Act. The debate ended
long after midnight in a vote of 275 to 167 to retain the word ‘repeal’
instead of the opposition alternative of ‘amend’.55

The Bedford and Grenville factions were again joined by Bute’s fol-
lowers, and the minority therefore contained many office-holders.
One list named 52.56 An analysis of Scottish MPs put 17 for the min-
istry, 8 absent, and 20 against.57 These desertions from the Court Party
derived immunity from George III’s unguarded remark to Bute in the
previous month. Fortunately for the ministry the campaign to win
over independent opinion to the economic and political case for
repeal had succeeded beyond expectation. It was of the country
squires that the Speaker’s Chaplain was thinking when he commented
that ‘as many voted for the repeal who are in the Opposition as who
are with the ministry’. The fear of such MPs was over the social reper-
cussions of widespread unemployment coinciding with an existing
food shortage: the Spitalfields riots of silk-weavers in May 1765 were
fresh in the memory. There had already been hunger riots in 1765 and
early 1766, over the high price of bread, and Parliament, in February
1766, passed legislation prohibiting for six months the export of
grain and permitting the import of American corn duty-free. MP
Horace Walpole captured the mood when he wrote that ‘a general
insurrection was apprehended as the immediate consequence of
upholding the bill’.58

Nationwide rejoicing was reported as the news of this vote spread,
with its implication of a consequent economic upturn. The Declaratory
Bill and Repeal Bill passed through the Commons with little discussion
until the third reading stage of both on 4 March. Pitt rose to oppose the
former measure, and when Bedfordite Rigby said that it would be of no
value if repeal passed there suddenly appeared the prospect of, in min-
isterial eyes, an unholy alliance against the Declaratory Bill of Pitt’s
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friends with the Bedford and Grenville parties. That possibility was
deliberately killed by Pitt when he moved to omit the words ‘in all cases
whatsoever’. Grenville at once said that he could not support this, and
Dowdeswell consolidated Bedfordite-Grenvillite support for the
Declaratory Bill by saying that it was essential to show the colonists that
Parliament had not surrendered the right of taxation. Pitt’s amendment
was rejected without a vote. He made a second long speech that day on
the Repeal Bill, extravagantly declaring that he was more proud of his
part in securing that measure than in obtaining victory in the Seven
Years War. Grenville defied a noisy House to justify the Stamp Act, but
the Repeal Bill was passed before midnight by 250 votes to 122.59

The House of Lords, always more hardline on America than the
Commons, had long been seen by the ministry as an obstacle to sur-
mount, and the King’s recent behaviour had made the situation there
worse. His known personal preference for modification and his dec-
laration to Bute that Parliamentarians, even office-holders, could vote
as they thought fit had been damaging factors in the Commons. They
might well spell defeat in the Lords. Here the ministry adopted dif-
ferent tactics. Rockingham overruled Newcastle in deciding not to
summon witnesses, for there were few independent votes to win over.
The economic argument was used, but more significant was the case
for avoiding a clash between the two Houses of Parliament, with the
additional point that defeat of repeal would effectively mean the
Lords were usurping the right of taxation from the Commons. Rock-
ingham persuaded George III to put pressure on Lord Northington,
hitherto an opponent of repeal, and that proved decisive: the ministry
was to carry repeal in the Lords by the conversion of a small group of
peers headed by the Lord Chancellor.60

The main Lords debate on repeal took place on 11 March. New-
castle and Grafton rehearsed the economic case, while opposition
sought to counter the argument that the Lords should avoid a clash
with the Commons. Sandwich declared that repeal had ‘forced its way
through another House by means of that Democratic Interest which
this House was constituted to restrain’. Suffolk declared that the
Lords constituted ‘the hereditary Council of this kingdom, not subject
to the caprice of interested electors’. This blatant appeal to the esprit
de corps of peers was checked by the key speech of Northington. That
he was known to hold hardline opinions, and he voiced them again
first, deeming the colonial opposition as equivalent to rebellion, only
strengthened his constitutional argument that the Lords should give
way to the Commons on finance. The ministry secured a narrow
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majority of twelve for repeal, 73 to 61, albeit raised to one of 105 to
71 by the addition of proxies. As in the Commons the minority
included many of the Court Party, among them the Duke of York,
Lord Bute, Lord Talbot, Lord Townshend, and seven Lords of the
Bedchamber.61 On 18 March George III was cheered in the streets of
London, a rare experience for him, as he went to give the royal assent
to both Bills.62

Grenville, on leaving office in July 1765, forecast to George III that
the new ministry would seek to overturn his colonial policy.63 He can
hardly then have anticipated repeal of the Stamp Act, but must have
been aware that other measures had aroused discontent in Britain and
America. The Rockingham party especially prided itself on support of
trade, a legacy from Newcastle, and cultivated mercantile connections.
During the Stamp Act Crisis the ministry cast a benign eye on requests
for the removal and alteration of trade restrictions, even giving West
Indian and North American merchants a free hand in devising pro-
posals, the most important of which was the reduction to 1d of the 3d
a gallon duty on foreign molasses imported into North America that
had been imposed by Grenville in 1764. Merchant witnesses justified
this to the House of Commons, claiming that the British islands could
not supply 5 per cent of the molasses needed by the rum distillers of
North America, nor consume more than 25 per cent of the fish sent to
the West Indies. Unless molasses from foreign islands were purchased,
the New England rum industry and fishery would both suffer: that
such molasses were currently being smuggled in to solve this problem
was passed over in silence. The economic interdependence of the
British Empire was demonstrated by evidence that most British exports
to North America either were bought with profits from this trade, or
directly formed part of it as re-exports.64

At the same time there were demands from within Britain for the
creation of a free port at Dominica, for the duty-free import of
foreign produce. This pressure came especially from Bristol, anxious
for more sugar to re-export when refined, and from merchants and
manufacturers involved in the nascent cotton industry of Lancashire,
for at this time cotton was grown only in the West Indies. Chancellor
of the Exchequer Dowdeswell thought the advantage of duty-free cot-
ton imports self-evident, and on 7 April witnesses told the House of
Commons that Dominica as a free port could replace the Dutch island
of St Eustatius as an international entrepôt for West Indies trade. But
just when all seemed to be plain sailing, British West Indies merchants
objected to this threat to their trade monopoly; and what rendered
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this obstacle formidable was that behind their leader William Beck-
ford loomed William Pitt, by now out of humour with a ministry
increasingly disregardful of him.65

Pitt had remained on amicable terms with the Rockingham admin-
istration even after his opposition to the Declaratory Bill on 4 March,
finding common ground in the cider tax issue. Three days later
Dowdeswell produced his long-expected Cider Bill, transferring the
tax burden to dealers, while growers and home consumers would pay
nothing. The existing Cider Act, he said, had subjected over 100,000
families to the tax. Pitt, at his own request, seconded him. Eager to
take up a popular cause, Pitt argued that private houses should be safe
from excisemen. Grenville vainly applied the cold water of realism by
pointing out that taxes had to be raised somehow, and said that lenity
to the cider counties was unfair to the beer counties, which paid
£2,900,000 in similar duties. There was no vote then, nor at the short
subsequent debates until the motion to pass the Bill on 18 March,
when it was carried by 145 votes to 48.66

It was the hostility of the West India interest that alerted the min-
istry to the realisation that Pitt was now an enemy. He had been
offended by the increasing independence of the cabinet ministers,
who had long since ceased to press him to join them in office and were
now presuming to formulate policies without consulting him in the
way they had done during the Stamp Act Crisis. Grenvillite James
Harris noted in his diary for 14 April that ‘happily for us, Pitt had
quarrelled with his creatures the ministry, and the West Indians with
the North Americans’.67 Pitt saw the West Indies cause as the first
opportunity to vent his displeasure on the ministry. A cabinet meeting
on 12 April was so dismayed that Rockingham thought that only the
reduction of the molasses duty could now be proposed. It was
Dowdeswell, who, so he told the Commons in 1771, pushed the idea
of a free port in defiance of Pittites and ‘King’s Friends’ alike.68

Other business meanwhile intervened. On 18 April Dowdeswell as
Chancellor of the Exchequer produced his budget, which included a
controversial proposal for an extension of the window tax to smaller
houses. Grenville criticised ‘making the poor pay for the light of
heaven’, when the repeal of the Stamp Act had cost £110,000 in rev-
enue, and the opposition took the unusual step of voting against a tax,
losing then by 162 votes to 112, and again on 21 April by 179 to 114.
Pitt absented himself from this attack on the administration.69 But he
was to join forces with Grenville when the Rockingham ministry sought
to demonstrate political consistency by a Parliamentary resolution on
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general warrants. It was a superfluous gesture, for in 1765 the use of
such warrants had been condemned in the law courts, and in any case a
Commons resolution had no legal validity. On 22 April a motion virtu-
ally identical to those defeated in 1764 and 1765 was once again put
forward by Sir William Meredith. George Grenville explained that he
had opposed the motion earlier as improper before any legal decision.
Now he criticised it as too narrow, since condemning the use of the war-
rants for libel implied their validity in other respects. Pitt agreed with
Grenville on this point, sarcastically welcoming him as ‘a good recruit
to liberty’. Since he said Meredith’s motion was not now necessary, Pitt
may have been in the minority of 71 voting for a previous question
moved by Grenville, as against a ministerial majority of 173.70 On 25
April Pitt followed up Grenville’s suggestion by a general resolution to
correspond with the legal condemnation of general warrants, and dur-
ing the debate Grenville was described as co-sponsor. Attorney-General
Charles Yorke weakly concurred, and the resolution was carried with-
out a vote.71 Grenville also sought to win credit for himself, by propos-
ing on 29 April a Bill to condemn seizing papers by general warrants.
Supported by Pitt, it passed the Commons but was defeated in the
Lords.72 Edmund Burke suspected an ulterior motive behind this oppo-
sition activity: there were also militia debates on 14 and 22 April, and
further opposition to the window tax on 28 and 29 April.73 All this
Burke thought to be a deliberate tactic by Grenville and Pitt to delay and
thereby prevent further trade regulations.74

Although this alliance of Pitt and Grenville might have seemed to
pose the threat of defeat for that ministerial policy in the House of
Commons, Dowdeswell judged the political temperature there better
than his colleagues and his opponents. On 30 April he moved a series
of resolutions, drafted in concert with Charles Townshend, notably
one to reduce the duty on foreign molasses to 1d a gallon, and
another for a free port in the West Indies. Beckford denounced both
ideas as prejudicial to the British islands, and was supported by
Grenville. Pitt favoured the lower molasses duty but not the idea of a
free port, and MPs accepted his compromise proposal that witnesses
called by Beckford should be heard before any decisions were made.75

Pitt had shot his bolt. Aware of the mood of the House, he left
London for Bath that same day, on the pretext of ill health, abandon-
ing the West India interest to its fate. Beckford therefore decided to
negotiate the best possible terms, while his witnesses paraded before
the House of Commons as filibuster became farce. The ministry was
resolved to enact the free port plan for Dominica, and obtained the
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further concession that molasses from the British islands should also
pay the 1d duty, in return for the cancellation of an unpopular duty
on inter-island sugar trade. This change would add only an estimated
£4,000 to the revenue, but would eliminate the fraud of foreign
molasses being deemed British at American ports. It finally converted
the molasses duty from a trade regulation to a tax, the only produc-
tive American tax devised. Concessions to the West Indies interest
included stronger protection of the closed British sugar market, for
sugar from Dominica and North America were to be deemed foreign.
Another was the establishment of Jamaica as a second free port, to
legalise the flourishing but hitherto illicit exchange of Spanish bullion
for British manufactures, a trade harassed by the Grenville ministry.
All these provisions formed part of a wide-ranging agreement signed
on 8 May, when the procession of witnesses before the Commons was
halted. Appropriate resolutions were voted the same day, for what
became the American Duties Act and the Free Ports Act of 1766.76

The new-found hostility of Pitt to the Rockingham ministry had not
prevented the enactment of its legislative programme, but it was now
the key to the political situation. By providing the King with an alter-
native it would enable George III to dismiss an administration that he
increasingly came to regard as incompetent. Pitt’s speech of 14 April
on the Militia Bill was widely perceived as an attack on the ministry.77

More significant was one ten days later when he sent a coded message
to the King that he would be willing to form a ministry on his own
terms. ‘Wishes for such a ministry as the King himself should choose’,
diarist Harris noted him as saying. ‘That the people grow weary of our
divisions’.78 This was a hint that Pitt would form a ministry of the most
able men in disregard of their political connections, exactly what had
been George III’s idealistic aim at his accession: Pitt was cleverly press-
ing the right buttons. The King took due notice, but decided to allow
the Rockingham ministry to complete its Parliamentary business and
‘hobble out the session’.79 He also needed time to discover whether Pitt
was genuinely willing to form a ministry.80 Meanwhile the Duke of
Grafton responded four days later by intimating to his sovereign and
colleagues his decision to resign as Northern Secretary. The Duke had
only entered the ministry in the expectation that Pitt would soon take
over, and saw no reason to continue in an onerous post that also
obliged him, in default of the silent Rockingham, to take the govern-
ment lead in the Lords.81 He now told that House that he was resign-
ing because the ministry needed strengthening by Pitt, not because he
had quarrelled with his colleagues or objected to measures. Since Pitt
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would not join the administration, Grafton was sounding its death
knell. This was demonstrated by the difficulty found in replacing him.
Those who now refused the Northern Secretaryship included Charles
Townshend, Lord Egmont, Charles Yorke, and his brother Lord Hard-
wicke. The vacancy was filled by yet another political novice, the Duke
of Richmond, currently ambassador in Paris, who became Southern
Secretary on 23 May, for Conway opted to move to the Northern
Department and shed his colonial responsibility.82

There was one way by which Rockingham might have saved his
ministry, recourse to an alliance with the Bute faction; this would not
only provide a secure Parliamentary foundation but also have the
advantage of pleasing the King. The Marquess always refused to
entertain the idea, even after Bute had opened the way by announc-
ing in a Lords speech of 17 March that he would never take office
again himself, and urging the ministry to enlarge its base. Grafton’s
resignation announcement did cause Rockingham to shift his ground
slightly and inform his ministerial colleagues that he would be willing
to buy an alliance by giving a lucrative post to Bute’s brother Stuart
Mackenzie. During discussion before and at a cabinet meeting of 1
May Egmont said that such a meagre offer would not suffice. Rock-
ingham replied that anything more would alienate his own friends.83

It was Rockingham and Newcastle who vetoed any alliance with the
Bute party, memories of the early years of the reign having created a
psychological barrier in that respect. Richmond noted how ‘Lord
Rockingham bounced off his seat and the Duke of Newcastle put on
his hat to go away’ when he revived the idea at a June cabinet, but
consciousness of ministerial weakness led Rockingham to hope he
might ‘buy the Bedfords, that he always reckoned about £8,000 a year
would be sufficient to buy most parties’.84 If such an approach was
made, it foundered on a realistic Bedfordite assessment of the poor
prospects of the ministry.85

During the last few months of his ministry Rockingham behaved
towards his sovereign with remarkable insouciance, as if he was either
confident that the King had no alternative Premier or entirely indif-
ferent as to his fate. He did nothing to conciliate George III, making
demands concerning appointments and dismissals that the King
deemed unreasonable; failing to carry out a promise to transfer to his
brothers the allowance given to his deceased uncle, Cumberland; and
otherwise confirming George III’s opinion of his incapacity.86

Whereas personal antipathy had led the King to dismiss the efficient
Grenville, incompetence was the prime motive for the removal of
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Rockingham. George III was to tell Bute on 12 July that he had ‘suf-
fered greatly from the conduct of my ministers, and my own con-
tempt of their talents’. By May the King had confirmed that Pitt
would be willing to form a ministry: but his earlier promises made
him feel obligated to support the ministry until given ‘some handle of
blame to dismiss them’.87

The pretext arose from a proposal of the Board of Trade concern-
ing the new colony of Quebec. This recommended the use of English
criminal law, but French civil law in property cases, and altogether
made too many concessions to the French Catholic population for the
taste of ultra-Protestant Lord Chancellor Northington, who sought to
kill the measure by refusing to attend cabinet after 27 June. The min-
istry nevertheless decided to implement the policy without him, and
Rockingham asked the Lord Chancellor to resign in favour of Charles
Yorke, in accordance with the King’s pledge to Yorke a year earlier.88

George III saw his opportunity. On 6 July the angry Lord Chancellor,
by pre-arrangement, formally advised the King that the ministry was
too weak to continue. This treachery to his colleagues Grenvillite
James Harris ascribed to Bute’s malign influence.89 Charles Yorke later
simply attributed it to his character, commenting in 1767 on ‘the bru-
tality and falsehood of Lord Northington, whom he wondered Min-
istries had so long endured, who had so often betrayed them’.90

George III next day sent to Pitt, and on receipt of his favourable
response informed the Rockingham cabinet on 9 July that they would
be dismissed.91
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